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Abstract. This paper describes the activities carried out in the course of devel-
oping a tool, HABITAT, to assist people with Acquired Brain Injury (ABI). 

1 Context of the proposal: people with Acquired Brain Injury 

People with Acquired Brain Injury (ABI) are people who have suffered “damage to 
the brain that occurs after birth and which is not related to congenital disorders, de-
velopmental disabilities, or processes that progressively damage the brain”. There are 
several causes of ABI. The most frequent, present in at least 50% of cases, is cerebral 
vascular pathology due to degeneration of the blood vessels altering the blood flow 
and/or producing a brain haemorrhage. Another frequent cause is skull-brain trauma 
due to motor vehicle accidents, falls or physical aggression. The impact of ABI is 
wide-ranging. It can affect a person’s social life and their development. The multitude 
of physical effects might include muscle spasticity, paralysis or weakness, blurred 
vision or decreased coordination. ABI also affects a person’s cognitive abilities, such 
as memory, thinking skills, concentration, and organisation and planning abilities.  

Relearning is critical during the first two years after the onset of damage, as most 
of the recovery of their previous abilities is achieved during this period. Unfortu-
nately, several difficulties prevent them from gaining access to this process. These are 
mainly: (1) the difficulty of access to relearning centres due to the mobility problems 
of the handicapped; (2) the limited time available to perform their relearning tasks due 
to the small numbers of staff at the centres; (3) long waiting lists due to the increasing 
number of persons suffering from brain damage. E-learning can provide a means of 
compensating for some of the difficulties previously identified. The HABITAT (HCI 
techniques for ABI TreAtmenT [1]) system was developed in this context. This sys-
tem was designed to exploit both e-learning and HCI approaches, so as to provide this 
collective with a virtual space where they can put into practice their relearning proc-
ess by themselves or supervised by a specialist or a relative. 
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2 Relearning Activity Patterns for HABITAT: research method 

During two years a continuum tracking of the relearning process involving specialists 
and handicapped was carried out by researchers at the University of Castilla-La Man-
cha in collaboration with the ABI Association of Castilla-La Mancha (ADACE-
CLM). This tracking was designed to study how the process could be supported by 
software, that is, what features should be provided by HABITAT. With this aim, the 
following tasks were carried out:  

 Attending relearning sessions. The main objective was to determine the nature of 
the interaction between the patient and specialist and how it could be improved by 
the use of software. 

 Analysing the material used by specialists during the training activities. The result 
of this analysis was the development of a catalogue of RElearning Activity Patterns 
(ReAP) in HABITAT. Each ReAP has been described by: (i) pattern name is a 
handle we can use to describe a relearning activity, its solution, and consequences 
in a word or two; (ii) intent or problem describes when to apply the pattern and 
might describe specific re-education activities, such as how to improve our mem-
ory; (iii) solution describes the elements that make up the relearning process, their 
relationships, responsibilities, and collaborations; (iv) the consequences are the re-
sults and trade-offs of applying the pattern and the achieved individual evolution; 
(iv) implementation provides details for the development; (v) example provides 
some snapshots of the learning cards or activities used traditionally during the re-
learning process. Because we have identified 23 ReAPs, a proper organization 
strategy is required that helps in learning the pattern catalogue faster, as long as it 
can direct efforts to find new patterns as well. We classify ReAPs according to two 
criteria. The first, called purpose, reflects what a pattern does and improves. The 
identified ReAPs can treat motor, cognitive, emotional or behavioural deficits. The 
second criterion, called scope, specifies whether the pattern can be applied to the 
different ABI groups.  

 Determining the acceptability of HABITAT ReAPs for users. A usability testing 
activity was carried out and a SUS-based questionnaire was compiled for ABI pa-
tients and their relatives as goal population. This acceptability testing showd that 
specialists and patients with ABI were receptive and motivated to introduce com-
puters for supporting relearning activities.  
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1 Summary 

People are continuously solving problems in their everyday activities. Some of these 
are "routine" problems that are easy to solve and have obvious and well-known crite-
ria for identifying the solution by applying knowledge directly. Other problems are 
considered “complex” or “intractable” problems which people are unable to easily 
come up with a solution even if they are considered to have an adequate level of intel-
ligence. In this case, divergent thinking and eventually creativity can make a differ-
ence in devising new solutions. 

Creativity is therefore important for learning and future personal development, es-
pecially in the case of children and teenagers, and as a consequence it is also relevant 
for the whole society. How it can be fostered as well as evaluated in Information and 
Communications Technologies (ICT) settings seems to be a key issue for research. 
Despite advanced technology is being used to provide ICT systems according to crea-
tivity theories they rarely assess creativity itself, what brings up doubts on whether 
technologies actually provide some benefit in the expected direction. Moreover most 
of the computer-mediated approaches used to address creativity have been designed to 
support single-user interactions and so fail to consider other important dimensions of 
creativity, such as collaboration, reflection and divergent thinking in group face-to-
face scenarios. 

In this sense, the research presented in this paper is motivated by the expectation 
that tabletop technology and the evaluation of creativity will lead us to a better under-
standing of the creative process itself and will allow us to generate better creativity 
support on tabletop-based computer systems in the future. Hence, with the aim of 
exploring if interactive surface technology as base technology for collaborative crea-
tive tasks with teenagers is promising in terms of both collaboration and creativity 
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